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PLUS:

-X-Structure switches system

-Blue backlight with ON/OFF button

-Compact and stylish design

-Power management button

-No noise typing

-Plug and Play

-Combo interface (USB+PS2)

-Microsoft Windows® 98, Me, 2000, XP Ready

DESCRIPTION:

The advanced technological solutions and the

constructive quality at the top of the category,

characterize this keyboard with a particular design. It

is cured in every particular, also ergonomics, and the

reaching of a “no-noise typing” let this product not

fearing any comparisons. Blue back light allow to use

the keyboard also in dark environment. X-Sky is the

solution dedicated to who wants the maximum
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TECHNICAL FEATURES:

PHYSICAL CARACTERISTICS:

X-STRUCTURE TECHNOLOGY:

-

Blue back light with on/off switch

Interface: USB+PS2

Key number: 104 (by language)

Dimension (mm): 433x187x30

Weight: 770g

Key operation force: 55+/-20g

All keys use X-Structure switches that are usually for

notebook only. X-Structure switches for thin keycaps

with sensitive and responsive touch. It will be very

comfortable for game user and long period of typing

-The key stroke is only 2.5mm compare to 4mm. It will

increase your typing speed; reduce the stress of arm,

figure and wrist

-Keystroke life time is over 10 million compare to less 3

million time

-The space between every keystroke has been reduced,

that means that you only move your figure a little bit,

then you can touch the keystroke

-No noise typing

Plug and Play

Compatible with Microsoft Windows® 98, Me, 2000, XP

The X-Structure technology

guarantees advanced sensibility,

silent typing and life time

Ergonomic and compact design

for an high-quality product

The elegant button allow to manage

the blue backlight.
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